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In this paper we use the Lyapunov direct method to study the nonlinear 
conditional stability of the Benard problem with rotation. In particular, for Prandtl 
numbers greater than or equal to one, and for Taylor numbers less than or equal 
to 807r4, we prove the coincidence between the linear and nonlinear critical stability 
parameters. We also give some values of the attracting radius for the conditionally 
stable disturbances of the basic motion. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTT~oDucTI~N 
This paper is dedicated to the study of the nonlinear stability of the 
rotating Benard problem [l-14]. As is well known [3], the most impor- 
tant phenomenon in the rotating Benard problem is the inhibiting effect of 
rotation on the onset of convection. This effect has been proved by Chan- 
drasekhar [3] in the framework of linear stability. Successively it has been 
experimentally verified by Rossby [ll]. In the framework of nonlinear 
stability, we recall the results of Veronis [14] for two-dimensional distur- 
bances, and-recently-the results of Galdi and Straughan [S J, which, 
although close to those for linear stability (in particular range of the Taylor 
number), are generally below them. 
In the present paper, using the Lyapunov direct method [S, U-191 and 
following the guideline proposed in [ 17-18 J, we are able to prove the 
coincidence between the conditions of linear and nonlinear stability in a 
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suitable interval of the Taylor number (under a restriction on the initial 
data) and obtain, in any case, results in agreement (in a restricted sense, 
see [S, p. 2771) with the experiments of [ 1 l] (which were done for rigid 
boundary conditions). 
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 the basic equations are 
presented. In Section 3 we choose the Lyapunov function V. In Sections 4 
and 5 we give a nonlinear stability theorem. In Section 6 we solve a varia- 
tional problem for the nonlinear critical stability parameter (Rayleigh 
number). Then for Prandtl numbers greater than 1 we prove, in Section 7 
the coincidence between the linear and nonlinear (conditional) critical 
stability parameters for Taylor numbers less or equal to 80~~. In Section 8 
we investigate under which conditions on the initial data the perturbations 
are attracted to the basic motion. The paper ends with some final 
comments (Section 9) and an Appendix. 
2. EQUATION OF PERTURBATION 
Let us consider an infinite horizontal layer of a homogeneous fluid under 
the action of a vertical gravity field g = -gk in which an adverse tem- 
perature gradient fl >O is maintained. Moreover, let us assume that the 
fluid is rotating about the vertical axis with a constant angular velocity 52 
and let Oxyz = (0, i, j, k) be the frame of reference rotating about z with the 
same angular velocity. Here we study the stability of a nonconvecting 
stationary solution m, = (0 = 0, f= -j?z + To’,, $). The fluid is confined 
between the planes z = 0 and z = d> 0 with assigned temperatures 
F(z=O)=& P(z=d)= ++P(). 
The Boussinesq equations for a perturbation (u, 9, p) to m, are given in 
[3, Section 25, p. 871. Here, we use the nondimensional form given in [S], 
u,+u.Vu= -Vp+R$k+Au+Tuxk 
P,9,+Pru~V9=Rw+A8 (2.1) 
v*u=o, 
where u = (u, u, w), 9, p represent the (non-dimensional) perturbation 
velocity, temperature, and pressure field (incorporating centrifugal forces), 
and P,, R*, T* are the Prandtl, Rayleigh, and Taylor numbers. It is under- 
stood that the spatial region for (2.1) is now lR* x [0, 1 ] = fi. 
With the system (2.1) we adopt the initial and boundary conditions 
4% 0) = u,(x), w, 0) = &Ax), XElci (2.2) 
w(x, 1) = 8(x, t) = 0, z&(x, t) = u,(x, t) = 0, (x, t)Easix [O, co) 
(2.3) 
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where x = (x, y, z), f, = ~Yflaz, and 9,(x), uO(x) are assigned fields with 
V .uO(x) = 0. The conditions (2.3) are the typical ones of the stress-free 
boundary case [3, pp. 21-22-J. 
Here, we assume that the perturbation fields are periodic functions of x 
and y of periods 2n/a,, 2n/a,, respectively (a, > 0, uy > 0), and we denote 
by Q, the periodicity cell 
and by a= (a:+~,) ’ ‘I2 the wave number. Moreover, taking into account 
that the stability of the solution mO= (u =O, 9=0) makes sense only in a 
class of solutions of (2.1), (2.3) in which m0 is unique, we exclude any other 
rigid solution requiring the “average velocity condition” (see [7]) 
i 
udQ,= 
I 
odQ,=O. (2.4) 
RI RI 
3. ESSENTIAL VARIABLES AND CHOICE 
OF LYAPUNOV FUNCTION 
Let us recall that the variables used in the linear stability or rotating 
Benard problem (RBP) are the vertical components of velocity and 
vorticity and the temperature, 
w, i, 9, (3.1) 
where 
i=k.Vxu (3.2) 
(see [3], pp. 88-89). Following [17-181, we call the variables (3.1) the 
essential oariables of the RBP. As “balance” of causes which may promote 
or inhibit the instability, we choose the function 
j- =C-C9,, (c > O), 
and we use the Lyapunov function 
v(t) = Vo(t) + bv,(t), (b > 01, 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
where 
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with 
I/ . /I = &(a,)-norm. 
In (3.4) and (3.5) the positive constants b, a,, a,, c are the Lyapunov 
parameters and they will be chosen later. 
In order to evaluate the time derivative v along the solutions to the 
perturbation equations, we need the evolution equations governing the 
behaviour of [, Aw, 9,, f; and consequently further boundary conditions. 
Let us apply the operator V x to the equation (2.1), . The result is 
(Vxu),+Vx(u.Vu)=RVx(JJk)+A(Vxu)+TVx(uxk). (3.6) 
Taking the V x of the last equation once again, we have 
[vx(vxu)],+vxvx(u~vu) 
=RVx(Vx$k)+A(VxVxu)+7VxVx(uxk). (3.7) 
From (3.6) and (3.7) the evolution equations of [ and w follow (see [3, 
p. 88-j) : 
[,=Tw,+A{-Vx(u.Vu).k 
Aw,=RA,$+AAw-T~,+Vx[Vx(u~Vu)].k. 
(3.8) 
From (2.1), and (3.8), the evolution equations for 9, and f follow: 
~;,=$w,+$A~=-u=.V~-U.V~II 
f,=( --) 
r 
(3.9) 
T 
CR 
p, 
The further boundary conditions that we need are 
iz = wz, =Aw=9,,=f,=O onz=O, z= 1, (3.10) 
and are obtained as follows. The conditions (3.10), and (3.1O)z are con- 
tained in [3, p. 223. On the other hand (2.3)* implies 
9,=9,=9,=9,,=9,=0 on z=O, z=l. (3.11) 
(2.1), together with (2.3), and (3.11), gives 
9,,=0 on z=O,z= 1. (3.12) 
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Moreover, (2.3), implies 
A,w=O on z=O, z=l. (3.13) 
Then (3.13) with (3.10), gives (3.10),. Finally (3.10), follows from (3.10),, 
(3.10),, and (3.3). 
Remark 1. From the mathematical point of view the study of the 
stability through the function (3.4k(3.5) is equivalent to the study of the 
stability of m, in the norm of the Sobolev space Wi(52,). In fact, taking 
into account the Poincart inequalities 
r2 Ilull 2 G IIWI 2 
~211~112~ llV l12, 
(3.14) 
we have 
b 
y,,,(;, 1,p,) {llul12+ 11~112+ IlW12+ llV~l12~ G v 
< max(1, l/2 + 4a2 + b/2, a, + 2a2c2 + bPJ2) 
x (11412+ lM2+ llvul12+ llW12}. (3.15) 
As is well known, the choice of the W$norm has been useful in problems 
of fluid stability [19-231. 
4. A PRIORI ESTIMATE OF v 
In order to study nonlinear stability by the Lyapunov direct method we 
must calculate the time derivative of the Lyapunov function I/ along the 
solution to perturbation equations. Multiplying scalarly (3.8),, (3.9), , 
(3.9),, (2.1),, and (2.1), by -w, a19,, a,f, -Au, and -A$, respectively, 
integrating over Q,, we obtain 
with 
li=Z,-D,+N,+bZ,-bD,+bN,+B, (4.1) 
IO= -R(d,9,w)+[a,(T-~)-T](i,w,) 
+~(w~,.P,)-a*c(~-~)(w,,9;)-n,c(l-$)(v~~,v~) 
r r , 
&I= lIAwl12+~ llWl12+~,IIVfl12 
I 
(4.2) 
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No = - (V x (V x (u Vu)). k, w) - a,(~; .V9,9;) - a,(V x (u .Vu) . k, f) 
+ a,c(u, .v9, f) + a,c(u .v9,, f) 
I, = 2R(Vw, V9) 
D, = 11~~112 + 1412 
iv, = (u . vu, Au) + P,(u . v9, A$), 
and 
B= 
f 
(n~Vw,w-n~V(Aw)w+n~VwAw 
8% 
+Tn.kjw+~n.VS,$=+n.u9:/2 
r 
+a,n.Vff +a,c I--$ n.VS,f +bn.Vu.u, 
( > I 
+bn.Aup-bRn.Vw9+bT[(n.Vu)v 
+ (n .Vv)u] + bP,n .V99, + bRn .V9w} da. (4.3) 
(., .) denotes the scalar product in L2(Q21) and n is the outer unit normal 
vector on 852,. 
Now we need an a priori estimate of v in order to prove a nonlinear 
stability theorem. For this, the following observations hold true. 
(1) Because of periodicity, the boundary conditions (2.3), 
(3.10)-(3.13), and the fact that w, = 0 on z = 0, z = 1, it follows that B = 0. 
(2) Setting 
(4.4) 
where H, is the space of admissible functions, 
q = ( w, 9, i, f which are periodic in x and y and 
satisfy (2.3)1-2, (3.10)}, 
we have 
PO(l) < (M- 1) Do+ No. 
(4.5 
(4.6 
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(3) By use of some Poincare-type inequalities and imbedding 
theorems, we have 
n2 11~,112 G n2 llw12 G llWl12, n411wl12~71211VWl12~ Ildwl12< lldul12 
sup WI= Cll~~ll, sup I4 G Cll4l, lI%,x,ll G II~WII~ (4.7) 
RI 01 
where xi, xi (i, j= 1,2, 3) stand for x, y, z, and C is a computable positive 
constant depending on Q, . 
(The proofs of (4.7) are classical. For (4.7)rp2 see [24, 5-J. (4.7),-, are 
proved in [25,26]. A value of the constant C is given in [5, (A.15)]). 
Therefore from (4.2), (4.7), the Cauchy-Schwarz and the arithmetic- 
geometric mean inequalities, we obtain the estimate 
bZ, = 2bR(Vw,V9) < bR2 llV9112/~ + bs llVwl12 
~bRZP,Dof!!D,, 
&7c2 a, 7t2 
(E > 0). 
Assuming 
choosing 
and defining 
we have 
O<M<l, (4.8) 
E = d/2, b=v4u -w 
4R2P, ’ 
D2= 
1-M 
TD,+;D,, 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
61, < Dz. (4.11) 
(4) From (3.4), (3.5), (4.2) (4.7), (4.8), and (4.10) we have 
N,, + bN, <AD, V”’ (4.12) 
with 
A = (8/b)“2C{ 1 + (P,)“2/2 + [2/(b - bM)]1’2 
The proof of (4.12) is achieved as follows (we use the Poincare inequality 
and the imbedding (4.7)): 
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bN, = b(u .Vu, Au) + bP,(u .v& A$) 
Q b sup 14 IIWI IIN + P, llvsll ll~~ll) 
01 
G bC IIW 11412 + P, llV$ll 114 Il~ull 1
G WD, IIWI + PJ, IlWl121 
d bC(2)“*[1 + (P,)1’2/2] D, V;‘* 
< (S/b)“‘[l + (P,)“‘/2] D2 V1’*. (4.14) 
Moreover we observe that after some integration by parts, because of the 
boundary condition (2.3), (3.10), and the identity 
-Vx(U~VU)~k=Vxu-Vw-u~V~, 
we have 
No= -(u.Vu,VxVx(wk))-a,(u;V9,9,) 
+ a,44 .v9, f) + a,(V x u . VW, f). 
Therefore 
-(u.Vu,VxVx(wk)) 
< (2)“*C lldU/l llvUl[ lldWj[ < 4cD, V1’2/[b( 1 - M)1’2], (4.15) 
--a,(& .w 9,) 
= a,(% .w> 9) Gal sup 14 lluzll IIWII G Cal 11~~11 IIWI llV~,II 
~ @)“‘C a, P, ‘I2 ;: vl,2 - - 
b [ 1 1-M 3 
a2 44 . w f) 
= --cI2@; .vf, 9) < a2c sup 191 llVuII IlVfll 
Ql 
d @)“*cC ~2 1’2 D2 v,,2 - - 
b [ 1 1-M > 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
u,(V x u . VW, f) 
= -a,tv x u .VJ w) < (q”*U* sup 1111 llVull IlVfll 
RI 
G (2)1’2a2C1kfull IlvuII llvfll dy[+M]“2 D, VI”. (4.18) 
From (4.14)-(4.18) we get (4.12) with A given by (4.13). 
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Collecting (4.1), (4.5), (4.10), (4.11), (4.12), and taking into account 
Observation (1 ), we obtain the a priori estimate 
v < -D,( 1 - A P). (4.19) 
5. NONLINEAR STABILITY THEOREM 
By virtue of Estimate (4.19) we are now in a position to prove the 
following theorem of nonlinear stability. 
THEOREM 1. Let 
O<M<l, 
V(O)<AP 
with A given by (4.13). Then 
V(t) < V(O) exp 
{ 
-n2;*-M) [l -AV(D)‘“]t) 
where 
p*= 
i 
p, for P,> 1 
1 for P,< 1. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
Proof: Conditions (5.1), (5.2), and Inequality (4.19) assure 
~(0) < 0. (5.5) 
Therefore, from (4.19), by a recursive argument, we obtain 
v< -D,[l -AI(o)“*] Vt>O. (5.6) 
Since, as is easily seen, 
we have (see [S]) 
IIVII 2 2 7c2 IV-II *. (5.7) 
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Moreover, from (4, lo), (4.2) (4.7), (5.7), (3.4), and (3.5) it follows that 
1-M 
-DD,= 
2 y[ lkw+~ llv~zl12+a,llvfl12] r 
1-M a-----7c2 
2 c 
IIw’+~ l19,112+u2 llfl12 
(l-M)n2;y 
1 
bD,>bn2 
2 
/p*V,3 
P* 1. (5.8) 
Then (5.6) implies 
pi< -(l-W 2 
\ P*n [l -AV(0)“2] V; 
hence (5.3) follows. 
6. VARIATIONAL PROBLEM AND CRITICAL RAYLEICH NUMBER 
Inequality (5.3) shows that the range of nonlinear stability is strictly 
connected to the values given by the maximum M defined in (4.4). The aim 
of this section is to evaluate the nonlinear critical Rayleigh number related 
to AL For this let us choose 
TP, 5 
C=R’ 5E(O, 1) (6.1) 
1 
a,=-. 
Then the variational problem (4.4) becomes 
M 
-=max -(A,4 WI + z(wz, 9,) + AW, Vf) 
R 51” 11~~112+~~,1~,~11~~,112+~~/~~ -~))llvfl12’ (6.3) 
where 
A? = {w, 9, f E C”(b) which are periodic in x and y 
and satisfy (2.3),-2 and (3.10)}, 
al T2P,t 
z=--- 
P, R2 ’ 
p= -g-&P’- 1). 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
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The existence of the maximum (6.3) can be proved by the constructing 
method of the calculus of variations (based on Fourier expansions); see 
WI. 
It is found (see Appendix) that 
A4 -= 
R 
i 
112 
If we set 
M 1 -=- 
R R,' 
the stability condition (5.1) is equivalent to 
R'<R;, 
where 
for r< -1/3,r>2/3 
(6.6) 
for r E [-l/3,2/3]. 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
\ for r < -l/3, r > 213 
T2 (6.9) 
27(1-r)r~~~ 
\ for t E [ - l/3,2/3], 
and g(r) is given by 
d5)=4P,5- &(Pr-I)'. (6.10) 
We observe that Rf depends on the parameters P, and T2 (related to the 
basic motion) and on the Lyapunov parameters 5 and T. They will be 
chosen to maximize (6.9) and to assure that a,, given by (6.4) is positive. 
For fixed T, it is easy to see that 
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for 
when P, > 1 
when 0~ P,< 1. 
(6.12) 
Then 
for 7-c -1/3,t>2/3 
4T2p; w > 1 
(6.13) 
27(1-7)x4 
for 7~ C-i, $1 
with 
when P, > 1 
when O<P,<l. 
(6.14) 
Maximizing (6.11) with respect to 7, we have 
i 
27n4( 1 - 7*)’ for 0 Q T2pi < 80x4 
Rf = max R:(z) = 
6~~~[(1+$9~‘~-1] for T2pt>80n4, (6’15) 
with 7* given by the solution of the cubic equation 
(6.16) 
in the interval [-l/3, l/2]. 
Of course, Rz is the critical Rayleigh number of the nonlinear stability. 
From the calculations of the maximum (6.3) it is also found (see 
Appendix) that there exists a “wave number” associated to 7 by the relation 
a2=(2-37)n2, 7 < 213. (6.17) 
Then, by (6.19), we deduce that the “critical wave number” 
a,=(2-37*)“*q t*E[-1/3, l/2], (6.18) 
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increases from n/(2)“’ to (3) ‘j2n for 0 < T2pi < 80n4 and then remains at 
this value for T2pi > 807r4. This is in contrast with linear theory where uE 
goes to infinity as T113 when P, > 1 (see [3, pp. 95]), but is in agreement 
with the experiments of [ 1 l] obtained for rigid boundary conditions and 
with the results of [S]. We finally observe that with the previous choice of 
the Lyapunov parameters l and r, when we assume (6.8), the function V,, 
is positive definite. In fact, from (6.4) we have 
al T2P,~,>~+T2P,~,>t+T2P~>l_t>~ j(==+ R2 7’ R,Z’ ‘2’ 
7. COMPARISON BETWEEN Ri AND R’, IN THE CASE P, > 1. 
A LINEARIZATION PRINCIPLE 
In order to compare our previous results of linear stability to the “classi- 
cal” ones (see [3, pp. 9495]), let us indicate by Ri the critical Rayleigh 
number of linear stability in the case in which the onset of convection 
begins as stationary convection (P > 1). 
The following result holds true: 
THEOREM 2. If 
P,>l, T2[0, 80x4] 
then 
R,2=R; and Rz~[$!n~,48n’]. 
(7.1) 
The condition R2 < Ri also assures nonlinear conditional stability (5.3) 
under the condition (5.2) V(0) < A -2. 
Proof: In the case P, 2 1, Chandrasekhar [3] shows that overstability 
cannot occur and the principle of exchange of stability is valid (see [3, 
pp. 116-1183). Moreover, from Eqs. (130) and (131) of [3, p. 951, one has 
R;=; (I+x)~+; , 1 
where x is given by the solution of the cubic equation 
(7.3) 
2x3+3s2=1+$. x 2 112, (7.4) 
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and is related to the linear wave number a,. by the formula 
a: = 71=x. (7.5) 
(Here the Taylor number is denoted by T2 while in [3] it is denoted by 
T. This is due to the different nondimensional forms of the equations). 
(7.3) and (7.4) imply 
R; = 3n4( 1 + x)=. (7.6) 
Now, putting 
af = rc2y, 
from (6.18), (6.16), and (6.15)i we obtain 
R,2 = 3x4( 1 + y)‘, l/2 6 y 6 3, 
with y given by the solution of the equation 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
2y3+3y2= I+$, T2 E [0,807c4]. (7.9) 
Hence, from (7.4), (7.6), and (7.8)-(7.9), we obtain (7.2). Then from the 
condition R2 < Ri, (5.2), and Theorem 1, we deduce the non-linear 
asymptotic stability (5.3). 
The values of the critical Rayleigh numbers Rz are shown in Table I. 
TABLE I 
Critical Rayleigh Numbers and Wave Numbers against Taylor Numbers T2 in the Case 
P,> 1 
T2 R f a, RZ R-S 
0 
10 
50 
lo2 
5 x 102 
10) 
2 x lo3 
2630.05 
5 x 103 
7192 
lo4 
105 
106 
10’ 
10s 
2.2214 657.511 2.2214 657.511 657.511 
2.21 671.1 2.27 677.1 658.16 
2.43 748.3 2.43 748.3 657.832 
2.59 826.3 2.59 826.3 725.65 
3.28 1,275 3.28 1,275 1,182.241 
3.71 1,616 3.71 1,676 L623.21 
4.22 2,299 4.22 2,299 2,293.489 
4.44 2,630.05 4.44 2,630.05 2,630.05 
5.01 3,670 5.01 3,670 3,626.32 
5.44 4,675 5.44 4,615 4,526 
5.44 5,366 5.698 5,311 5,128 
5.44 18,151 8.626 21,310 16,217 
5.44 58,636 12.86 92,220 51,284 
5.44 186,679 19.02 4.147 x 105 162,174 
5.44 591,592 28.02 1.897 x lo6 512,839 
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They are compared with those of Chandrasekhar [3], Ri, and Galdi and 
Straughan [S], Rip,. For the sake of completeness the values of the criti- 
cal wave numbers of the linear stability a, and of the Lyapunov stability 
aE are also given. We observe that for T* = 27~~ = 2630.05 it is found that 
R,2=R;=R;&= 27~~; this is not a special physical case but only a 
mathematical result depending on the choice of the Lyapunov functions. 
8. ON THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE ATTRACTING RADIUS 
FOR THE INITIAL DATA 
In Section 5 we proved that Conditions (5.1) and (5.2) imply nonlinear 
stability (5.3). We can write (5.3) in the form 
IIwO)ll*+~, llw)l12 +~*llf~~~11*+~CII~~~~~l12 +p,IIwo)l121 
where all fields are evaluated for t = 0, 
1 
+ (b - bM)“2 
[2”* + (P&7,)“* + (a,)“*(C + 2”2)] -*, (8.2) 
and C is a constant depending on the periodicity cell: C= C(h), where 
h = min( 1, a,, u2), with 2u, and 2u, the periods in x and y respectively (see 
[S, (A.15)]). Then rn = bA ,/4C* defines a set of initial values which are 
attracted to the basic motion m,. According to [26, Chap. 1, p. 91 we call 
rE an attracting radius for the conditionally stable disturbances of m,. 
Taking into account Definitions (4.9), (6.1)(6.2), (6.4), (6.7) we see that for 
any fixed R* such that R* < Rz, we have that A, = A,(T*) is an increasing 
function of T*. Thus, from (8.1)-(8.2) it follows that the initial data need 
only be bounded by a known function of T*. Moreover, since C is a 
computable constant, we have an exact known bound for the size of the 
attracting radius for the initial data. Now, in Table II, we compute-in the 
case of water (P, = 6.8), for fixed Rayleigh numbers R* and for different 
Taylor numbers T*-the size of the attracting radius in our case, re, and 
in the Galdi and Straughan case, rG- s. We observe that, in doing these 
computations, we may assume that C(h) = C(1) = 10, because if ui < 1 
(i= 1, 2) one may consider a suitable “multi-cell.” With this choice 
rE=bA1/400, with b and A, given by (4.9) and (8.2); rGes= 2A-*, with A 
given by (5.36) of [S]. 
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TABLE II 
Values of the Attracting Radius in the Case 
of Water for Different R2 and Tz 
T2 
R2 = 625 
0 2.2 x 10mL3 
50 3.9 x lo-” 1.7 x lo-l3 
10* 4.5 x lo-” 6.3 x lo-= 
lo3 6 x 1O-9 5.3 x 1o-‘o 
lo4 5 x lo-’ 3.3 x lo-@ 
lo5 7.3 x 1o-6 6.5 x lo-’ 
R2=1000 
lo9 2.5 x 10-l’ 1.3 x lo-” 
104 5.1 x10-s 3.3 x 1o-9 
lo5 1.6 x 1O-6 8 x lo-’ 
R2=2000 
lo4 2 x 1o-9 6.4x 10-l’ 
lo5 1.3 x lo-’ 3.5 x 1o-9 
9. SOME FINAL COMMENTS 
We make here some comments on the choice of the Lyapunov function 
and on the stability results obtained. As far as we know, in the theory of 
fluid motion stability, Lyapunov functions-more general than the energy 
norm-were used first by Pritchard [ 151 and successively by Joseph [ 191. 
But the first use of a balance field in a Lyapunov function was by 
Joseph [19] in the case of heated and salty-below-conduction-diffusion 
problem. The balance field f has also been considered in the Lyapunov 
function used in [S]. But neither [ 191 nor [S] uses the essential variables. 
However, we observe that the function (3.4)-(3.5) is simpler than the one 
which is used in [S] and moreover it seems more physically motivated [see 
17-181. 
Concerning the values of the attracting radius for the initial data, we 
observe that, although better than those of [S], they are very low. Of 
course we cannot exclude the possibility that, by using another Lyapunov 
function, one can reach better values. However, we remark that, at least in 
the range 0 < T2 < 807r4, 27x4/4 < R2 < 48x4, the validity of the linearization 
principle is proved under explicit values of attracting radius for the initial 
data. 
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APPENDIX 
Here we prove (6.6). 
The Euler-Lagrange equations associated with (6.3) are 
Af = /Ml- 5) A9,/2 
AAw = -p(A, 9 + r9,,)/2 (A.1) 
A,w+~wi,-pAfz+~A$zz=O, 
I 
where l/p is the generic eigenvalue related to the maximum problem (6.3). 
To solve (A.1 ) we differentiate (A.1 ), with respect to z and substitute the 
value of Afi so obtained in (A.1 )s. Moreover we take the double A of the 
equation so deduced and use (A.1 ),. Thus we find 
A,A,~+~TA,~,,+~~~,,,,+~*(~-~)AAAS,,- 
da1 z AAAS,, = 0. P pr (A-2) 
As this equation is linear, we seek solutions of the form 
9 = O(z) exp i(ma,x + pcc,y), cr,>O,cr,>O,m,pEN. (A-3) 
The boundary conditions that (3(z) must satisfy may be obtained as in [3] : 
e(z) = e’2k’(z) = 0 on z = 0, z = 1, k = 1, 2, . . . . (A.4) 
Hence it is sufficient o consider t?(z) of the form 
e(z) = A, sin n712, n = 1, 2, . ..) A, # 0 (A.5) 
With (A.3) and (AS), (A.2) may be solved for l/p* to obtain 
l/P*=-& [ 
(m*a: + p*a: + 713*7?y 
+n211*(1-<) . 1 (A.61 I (m*cr: + p*fx; + n2nq3 
Therefore, we have 
(M/R)* = max l/p* (A.7) 
as m, p, n, a.i, and a2 assume the values m, p = 0, 1,2, . . . . n = 
1, 2, . ..) ctl, Cl2E R. 
In order to obtain (A.7) it is sufficient o study the function 
g(x y z) = w+ 4 y+ 7n2a2 3 3 Z(cQ+ cx; Y+ n2Z)3 
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in !&= [0, +00)x [0, +a)x [l, +co). It is found that 
max max g(X, Y, Z) = 
@,.X2 Qa I 
t= 12 for T< -l/3, z>2/3 
4 
27(1 --2)n2 
for z E [ - l/3, 2/3]. 
In the case z E [ - l/3, 2/3], for m = p = 1, we have the following relation 
between u2 = a: + U: and z: 
a2 = (2 - 32) 7T2. (A.81 
(A.8) can be obtained by putting equal to zero the system of the first 
derivatives of g(X, Y, Z) with respect o X, Y, Z. 
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